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Ite att«apt here to present a short survey of th*

all-order finite Lagrangian field theories knwown at present

in four- and two-dimensional space-times. The question of

the possible relevance of these ultraviolet finite models in

the formulation of consistent unified frameworks for the

fundamental forces i s also addressed to.

We could perhaps say that the most fascinating

achievement in the theory of elementary-particle

interactions in the last decade has been the development of

supersymmetric field theories, including both internal and

space-time gauge Symmetries. Soon after i t was established

that super symmetry can be consistently incorporated in the

framework of Lagranglan field theory, i t provided the most

suitable scenario for the major attempts in the search for a

unified theory of the fundamental forces.

A unified theory of particle forces should

hopefully answer to some basic problems the Standard Model

of electroweak and strong interactions faces, despite i t s

fairly well-established successes. Among these problems, we

could mention the repetition of the fermion generations, the

mass matrix of the fundamental fermions, the naturalness.



the gauge hierarchy and th* cosmological constant problems.

Finally, at a acre ambitious level, we would expect that

unification could explain why our world i s four-dimensional.

Supersymmetry does not solve all these problems

contemporarily, but at least i t opens new trends and

triggers further developments that might help considerably

in the efforts high energy physicists have been devoting to

formulate a consistent unified theory that accounts for the

inclusion of the gravitational sector. Actually» the

formulation of supersymmetric theories of gravitation»

called Supergravities» improved much our understanding of

quantum gravity and led eventually to the recent major

developments in Superstrlng Theories.

In supersymmetric theories» bosons and fermions

are assembled together in the so-called supermuitipiets. The

supersymmetry generator» Q , transforms boson fields into

fermion fields, and conversely:

C Q » boson field 1 * fermion field , Cla)
01

< <5 . fermion field > * boson field . ClfcO
a

Qa i s a Major ana spinor Cwlth four real

components in the Majorana representation of the Dirac y-

raatrices} satisfying the commutation and anticommutation

relations below:

C Qa . P 1 - 0 . C2a5



where P denotes the generator of the sp*ce-time

translations. Since P P co—trtes with all other

operators in the supersymmetry algebra, all particle states

in a given representation have the same mass. The loop-hole

supersymmetry finds to circumvent the Coleman-Mandula no-go

theorem i s by associating the spinorial charges to some

N-dimensional irreducible representation of a given internal

symmetry group. This allows a non-trivial unification of

space-time and internal symmetries and has an immediate and

important spectral consequence. It can indeed be shown that

as long as massless representations are concerned, the

highest spin state has i t s heiicity fixed by the number of

spinorial charges. If the latter are denoted by Q , C i *

1. 2 N D, and the highest helicity i s given by

X . the supersymmetry algebra implies that
max

N • 1
. for N odd . C3a)

4
N

\ « . for N even . C3b5
max .

Bearing in mind that we wish to have at most a

spln-2 to describe the mediator of the gravitational

interactions, we constrain N to be at most 8. Supersymmetric

theories with 2 < N < 8 are referred to as extended

super synunet ries. Many interesting features are known that

concern models based upon N « 2, 4 and 8 super symmetries;

t
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nevertheless, phenorr.enological constraints such as the



suppression of mirror fermions select N * 1 supersymmetry as

the most viable one to provide the right framework for the

description of realistic unified models.

The super symmetric unification of bosons and

fermions opened the way to a symmetry between gauge

particles Cphoton, gluons. graviton. Higgses) and matter

particles Cquarks. leptons). However. extensive

investigation of supersymmetric theories over the past

decade revealed that none of the known bosons CfermionsD can

be assigned as a super partner of the known fermions

Cbosons). This means that, supersymmetry at least duplicates

any known particle with a yet undiscovered partner with the

same internal quantum numbers but the spin shifted by a

one-half unity. These particles are called photino. gluino.

gravitlno, sHlggs Call fermions) and squarks. sleptons Call

bosons).

Whatever the precise supersymmetric gauge model

may be. we can summarise the particle content of the theory

as follows:

Ca3 the photon accompanied by the phot 1 no and the gluons

along with the gluim accomodated in massless gauge

supermultiplets;

Cb) massive gauge vector bosons and Higgs scalars are

partners of heavy fermions in massive gauge supermultiplets;

Cc) leptons. quarks and sleptons, squarks appear in the

matter supermultiplets.



The new class of particles brought. In by

super symmetry suggests the introduction of a new

conserved quantum number, the R-panty. which should be used

to label the states of the physical spectrum. It turns out

that the R-parity of a particie with baryon number B. lepton

nuuber L and spin S is given by

sa • t. * xs
R « C -1 5 . C4>

R-parity has a simple and precise physical meaning: i t i s

even for all the standard-model particles and odd for their

respective supersymmetric partners. Moreover. R-parity

conservation implies that the lightest supersymmetric

particle has to be stable, thus leading to missing energy

as a characteristic signature in collider experiments and

providing an appealing explanation for the dark matter in

galactic halos.

Though our main purpose in this talk i s to attempt

a presentation of super symmetry as a laboratory for the

elaboration of finite Lagrangian field theories, we have

init ial ly tried to motivate the introduction of this new

symmetry in connection with problems of a more

phenomenalogical nature in order that those who are not

acquainted with this field of investigation realise that the

incorporation of supersymmetry might have direct

observational consequences. Coming back to problems of a

more formal essence, we recall that renormalisable and

asymptotically free quantum field theories have been

tremendously successful m explaining the structure of
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electroweak and strong interactions. Nevertheless» there i s

an almost universal feeling among physicists that a truly

fundamental theory for the basic forces of Nature should be

finite. Supersymmetry has provided the first known examples

of finite field theories formulated in foui—dimensional

space-time.

The key property of supersymmetric theories that

makes them candidates for solving the gauge hierarchy

problem and yielding finite models i s their softer

ultraviolet behaviour respect to conventional theories.

Supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories were found at an early

stag» to exhibit a remarkable softening of

ultraviolet divergences. There are supersymmetric Yang-Mills

theories with N » 1» N »2 and N = 4 super symmetries. In all

of these cases, supersymmetric invariance of the

counterterms allows only a single coupling-constant

renormalisation for a pure super-Yang-Mills theory without

supermatter. The situation i s even more striking for the N *

4 case, where the coupling-constant renormalisation was

found by explicit calculation to vanish through 3 loops in a

supersymmetrically c©variant gauge. Adopting a light-cone

gauge quantisation, i t was found that the N » 4 theory i s

actually finite to all orders in perturbation theory.

The finite four-dimensional supersymmetric field

theories at present known are all of the gauge type and fall

into three classes:

C15 N • 1 super-Yang-Mills models with matter-gauge



interactions and matter self - couplings based on a

loop-by-lcop cancellation;

Cii) N = 2 Yang-Mills theories, where the vector gauge

bosons Cplus two four-component gauginos and one complex

scalarD belong to the adjoint representation of the gauge

group. This M » 2 gauge multiplet interacts with N « 2

matter multiplets transforming under suitably chosen

representations of the gauge group. In this case» there i s

no coupling of the matter multiplets among themselves.

Clil) N » 4 Yang-Mills theories with no matter sector and

self-interactions of the gauge multiplet which xies in the

adjoint representation of the gauge group.

Let us describe the N = 4 Yang-Mills theories

first. The gauge group i s not at all constrained by the

requirement of fimteness; the cancellation of the

ultraviolet divergences follow with no concern to the local

symmetry Cthe gauge group could actually be any non-Abelian

group G3. The gauge multiplet of N « 4 super symmetry

contains a gauge v«ctor field, A , four two-component,

chlral fermlons, y a » and three complex scalar particles.
92

H „ , where H * H , etc . , with the index
CO/71 41

a = 1, 2. 3, 4, characterising the underlying N « 4
super synunetr y.

The Lagrangian with all the interactions i s given

by



— Fnu F

_ atf *J g _ aft
H • D H«? - 7 i ^ c H

T x C p • h . c . 3 - Jf - V CHD. C5D
a ft

w h e r e Ji
mamm **<* t h * scalar potential V CtO are

respectively given by :

)
T - i

M C yr . C y + h . C D COD
a a a

and

C 2 2
V CH5 » M CH143 | H t 4 | * M

M CH^ SIH^I - /T g ^ M« *'



H6« * h c * —

_y6
H H ^ x Hr6 CT>

The Lagrangian contains seven mass parameters:

four for the fermions v a and three for the complex

scalars H . H . H .We should warn that the inclusion

of these masses break supersymmetry softly, since the gauge

boson is kept massless if the scalar potential is such that

no spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry takes place.

The remarkable feature of this theory is the result that its

Green's functions exhibit no ultraviolet infinities»

provided the following conditions are satisfied:

1. The masses of the fermions annd scalars obey the

relation:

* 2 2

M CH^) • M CH245 + M

2 2 2

M C f O •»• M C^2> • M CyJ

2. The Green's functions are computed in the light-cone

gauge. If a general gauge is adopted, there will be no

ultraviolet infinities on-shmll. but such infinities may

arise for the off-shell wave-function renormalisations.
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It i s worthwhile to mention that for the choice of

SUC2D as the gauge group, there are no infrared infinities

in the theory either: the N = 4 model i s completely f inite

in the light-cone gauge, both for ultraviolet and infrared

divergences. For SUCrO with n > 2. some infrared infinities

may remain that are associated with the masslessness of the

Yang-Mills vector particles of the SUCn - 23 unbroken

Yang-Mills symmetries.

A more technical way at understanding the

underlying mechanism of the cancellations that take place in

the N = 4 model i s focused on the anomaly structure of

the theory. The N * 4 supersymmetry algebra displays a

rigid SUC 43 symmetry. The argument i s based on the

assumption that this global symmetry i s preserved in the

quantum theory. Supersymmetry, on the other hand, associates

the conformai anomaly to the axial R-symmetry anomaly. The

UC1D axial symmetries of the N = 4 theory are however all

contained in the rigid SUC4D symmetry, and should hence

remain anomaly-free. This in turn implies that there should

be no conformai anomaly, and consequently the gauge coupling

f*-function of the theory should vanish. .

As for the N = 2 super-Yang-Mills models, the

cancellation mechanism is not so automatic as in the N = 4

case. The gauge multiplet Can Yang-Mills vector field, two

complex chiral fermions and a complex scalar3 presents its
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self-couplings and gauge interactions with the N « 2 Batter

supermultipiet Ctwo complex chiral f<-mions and two complex

scalar particles^. The latter does not have self-couplings»

since there are no renormali sable self-inter actions of the

purely matter type for N = 2 supersymmetry in four

dimensions. The gauge supermultiplet transforms in the

adjoint representation of the gauge group, whereas the

matter fields are assigned to certain unitary

representations. Power-counting arguments show that the N -

2 gauge model i s free from ultraviolet divergences from two

loops on. this meaning that i t s perturbative ultraviolet

divergence structure i s completely determined by i t s

one-loop behaviour. Therefore, in order to obtain a f inite

N * 2 super-Yang-Mills model, i t i s sufficient to choose

the matter multiplet representations in such a way to ensure

the vanishing of the one-loop divergences. or more

precisely, the vanishimg of the one-loop ft -function.

This condition i s attained and flniteness i s guaranteed to

all orders if the quadratic Casimir operator. C CG5. and

the Dynlcin indices. TCR ) . of the matter field

representations obey the relation:

CCGD - > m TCRO . C93
2 L \ v

where m stands for the number of matter multi pi ets

transforming under the representation R . There are many
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solutions to this equation. including the N = 4

supei—Yang-Mills i tself , for which R i s the adjoint

representation and the multiplicity factor m is one. For

a generic SUCnD as the gauge group, a f inite N = 2 model

consists of the gauge multiplet in interaction with 2n

matter multiplets in the fundamental representation of

SUCiO.

More general gauge models with ultraviolet

divergone» cancellations can be searched for i f w* consider

that also N = 1 gauge theories can be proposed that are

finite. One can choose a representation of the Yang-Mills

gauge group for the matter fields such that the one-loop

gauge coupling constant fl-function vanishes. One-loop

finiteness can then be arranged by relating the Yukawa

couplings to the gauge couplings in such a manner that the

matter field wave-function renorrealisation factors are all

equal to the unity. Moreover, and this i s a non-trivial

remark, the cancellation of the one-loop divergences turns

out to imply the cancellation of the two-loop divergences as

well. This algorithim for exact loop-by-loop cancellations

can be carried out to a given finite loop order by

constructing a suitably complicated initial Lagrangian.

The whole class of N • 1, 2 and 4

super-Yang-Mills theories provides explicit examples of

perturbative fixed points of the renormallsation group

flows. A set of N » 1 of this type has already been

constructed and properties like decoupling of eventually
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heavy modes and high-energy behaviour of physical amplitudes

have been extensively discussed with the purpose of

understanding how to apply finite theories to build up

realistic unified gauge models.

There has been a hope in the last decade that

supergravity Cthe local version of supersymmetry} could

provide a consistent quantu» theory of gravity. As i t i s

well-known, gravitational field theories are not of the

renormailsable type, and therefore their quantum-mechanical

consistency requires the complete absence, eventually by

mutual cancellations, of ultraviolet divergences at least

for the on-shell Green's functions. The balanced

decomposition in fermions and bosons provides the crucial

ingredient for taming the divergences. It i s known that the

one- and two-loop infinities in the S-matrix of pure N * 1

supergravity cancel out. For the maximally extended

supergravity model, namely . the one with 8 supersymmetries,

i t has been proven that the on-shell Green's functions are

three-loop finite. Beyond this order. the

infinity-cancellation mechanism does not occur any longer

and so one is led to conclude that supergravity theories can

be made consistent with quantum mechanics only if they are

embedded in a more general and larger framework, i .e .

superstring theories. Superstrings offer the first examples

of truly unified theories in which the particle spectrum and

the gauge symmetries are determined by consistency

requirements. Superstrings at low energies Cthat is»
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energies much below the Planck mass scale) reduce to

standard supergravity theories coupled to natter, although

they differ drastically at energies comparable to the Planck

mass by virtue of the excitation of the high mass nodes.

This also means that the consistency criteria which

determine possible superstring models enormously restrict

the possible supergravity models that have been discussed in

the past.

Another category of finite field theories also

relevant for the formulation of quantum-mechanically

consistent superstring models are not of the gauge type:

they are the two-dimensional non-linear <r-models and may

exhibit N : 1, 2, 3 or 4 supersymmetries. This class of

models has a natural and intimate connection with the study

of complex manifolds. Though the two-dimensional N * 1

supersymmetric o-models may be defined on arbitrary

Riemannian manifolds» the requirement of additional

supersymmetries imposes severe constraints on the

geometrical nature of the corresponding space. It i s indeed

well-established that N * 2 a-models naturally requires a

Kahler space, whereas N » 3 and N « 4 models impose the

associated manifold to be of the hyperJCahler type. As long

as the perturbation theory ultraviolet divergences are

concerned, i t has been proven that the H * 2 models are

finite if the Kahler spaces they are defined on have a

vanishing Rlcci tensor C Ricci-flat Kahler spaces are known

as Calabi-Yau spaces'.). The requirement of RÍCCÍ-flatness
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stems from the need for rendering the model finite at

one-loop level. Once this i s arranged. highei—loop

flniteness i s ensured in a way that ressembles much the way

one constructs finite N = 2 gauge models in

four-dimensions. As for the N = 3 and N - A <r-models,

their all-order flniteness i s guaranteed by virtue of the

natural Ricci-flatness of hyperKihler spaces. Extended

two-dimensional supersymmetries are a natural setup for the

marriage between supersymmetry and complex manifold theory

and the investigation of N - 4 models has actually

triggered the discovery of new hyperhahler manifolds that

had not been previously classified by mathematicians.

Just to conclude our short survey of finite

field-theoretical models known at present, we should say

that the message we have tried to convey in this discussion

i s how supersymmetry with the right balance between bosonic

and fermionic degrees of freedom. supporting rigid

symmetries which impose severe constraints on possible

counter terms and constraining underlying g«os»tri— controls

the infinities of the perturbatlve series and produce the

first known examples of all-order finite field theories.

The author i s greatly indebted to M. Notarnicola

Madeira for the patient and careful typesetting of this

text.
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